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Go Pro
A book review

The most important book I know for those interested in Alphay and success.
It is now required reading for all my Personally Sponsored Members.

I'm generally not impressed with books on networking, mainly because what's being written is
either tired and filled with old ideas, or it's just not relevant to our Alphay business.
Within the first 5 pages of Go Pro , I knew I'd found
profound knowledge. I found myself sitting up and
paying close attention to every sentence the author
was saying. My main thoughts were, "Someone is
finally speaking the truth!" followed by, "oh my
gosh, everyone on my team needs to read this!"
Eric Worre's Go Pro came out in early summer,
2013. It is accurate, concise, timely, and he writes
in a style straight from the heart. It is also very
relevant to those of us in Alphay.
My only note of caution is that Eric doesn't mince
words. You may be confronted by a truth that is
initially difficult to face. But I'm a firm believe in
the adage "the truth will set you free." There are few
things more powerful than the sober admitting of
what is true for each of us.
Other than that, I now consider it a critical part of the First Steps training for anyone getting
involved in Alphay. It is certainly a must-read for all of my own personally sponsored members.
You can purchase Go Pro at Amazon for about $11 Paperback, or $7 Kindle. You will not regret
the purchase.
Enjoy, and please pass on to others the insights you get.
Scott Ohlgren
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Go Pro
7 Steps to Becoming a Network Marketing Professional
Introduction Chapter
by author Eric Worre
(available here at Amazon for $11 Paperback, or $7 Kindle)

I remember the day I was introduced to Network Marketing for the first time. It was January
1988. I was 23 years old and selling real estate for a small company owned by my father and
his friend John Joyce.
I was newly married with a little boy. I was already behind on my bills, and I was scared. The
year before I had earned about $45,00 in real estate commissions, which was a good thing.
The problem was that I had spent about $60,000, and didn't save any money to pay my taxes,
which would be due in just a few months.
When John Joyce came to my desk that day and said, "Eric, I think I have a way for us to
make some extra money," I said, "Tell me more!" He went on to say a good friend of his had
something to show us and had invited us to his house. So I got in the car with John and my
dad and drove over to check it out.
When we arrived, he brought us into his living room, popped a tape into his VCR and hit PLAY.
I sat and watched this crazy video. It was filled with mansions and limousines and testimonials
of people making fortunes virtually overnight. It was so over the top I just couldn't believe it to
be true so I proceeded to tell everyone I thought it was a bad idea and I wasn't interested. My
natural mental filters just couldn't let it in.
Then something interesting happened. John and my dad said, "Okay, that's too bad. We're
going to do it anyway."
This had a MAJOR impact on me because the only thing worse than being broke and in debt
was the thought of seeing these two go on to make huge money without me! So, I changed my
attitude, pulled my dad aside, and asked him if he would loan me some money to sign up.
Thank God he said yes, because deciding to become a Network Marketing distributor
completely changed my life.
When I got started, I treated my business like most people do, which is to say I didn't
treat it like a business at all. I got in, made some phone calls, and hoped my timing and
positioning was enough for me to get lucky and make a few bucks. And at first it worked! I DID
make some money, and it was very exciting, although I have to disclose something to you. For
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those first few months, my entire strategy was to quickly call all of my dad's contacts before he
had time to get to them. I thought if I called them, told them my dad and John Joyce were
involved, and got them to a meeting or to watch a video, then if they were interested my dad
wouldn't fight over who got credit, since I was in his organization. I had limited success with
this, but as you can imagine, it didn't last long.
So three months after I got started, my Network Marketing income dried right up. And when it
did, my positive attitude completely went away. I started to blame everything and everyone for
my lack of success. My upline wasn't giving me enough help. The company didn't provide
adequate training. I didn't know enough people. No one would respect me because I was so
young. I blamed the product. I blamed the company. I blamed the economy. I blamed everyone
but myself.
But I had a big problem. Blaming the world wasn't helping to pay my bills. And I had walked
away from real estate after that first commission check. It was going to take too long to get a
real estate commission and I had no college degree, so getting a decent paying job was out of
the question. The only place I could go to create some cash flow was back to Network
Marketing.
So I put my head down and went to work. At first it wasn't easy. In fact, in my first three years I
rebuilt my organization seven times! I'd build it up and it would crash and I'd build it up again
and it would crash. Over and over and over again.
After those three years, I was more than discouraged. I'd almost lost hope. Then something
happened that changed my life. Actually it was a combination of two things. It was the night
before a company convention and I was watching a news program on television. They had a
guest who was an expert on a topic I can't recall now. What went through my mind was, "How
does a person become an expert on THAT topic?" The only thing I could think of is they must
have decided to become experienced, learn everything they could, read every book, talk to
every other person, and learn it so completely that they became an expert.
The next day I went to the company convention and watched superstar after superstar walk
across the stage. And then, it was like being hit by lightning. It finally clicked in my brain that if I
truly decided to do it, I could become an expert at Network Marketing. I could focus on the
skills. I could practice until I became an expert, and NO ONE could stop me.
Up until that moment, I was always looking for an angle. I was hoping to get lucky. I was
hoping to sponsor that one superstar who was going to change everything. And I was scared I
would lose my chance if it didn't happen soon. In an instant, everything changed. I realized I
didn't have to worry about getting lucky. Timing and positioning were nice, but not necessary
for my long-term success. I didn't have to worry about my upline, knowing the right people, or
anything else. All I had to do was become an expert.
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So I decided that day to change my focus and develop the skills to become a Network
Marketing Professional. It was a day that changed my life.
Since then, my life has been an amazing adventure. Network Marketing became a career for
me. I have complete time freedom. I've met the most amazing people around the world. I've
been able to touch and be touched by the lives of hundreds of thousands of people, travel all
over the world, contribute to the causes that are important to me and most importantly, become
a better person in the process.
All of this happened for me and it can happen for you too. In this book, I'm going to give you
the fundamental principles that can guide you to becoming a Network Marketing Professional.
They have served me well over the past few decades and I know they will serve you just as
well.
Welcome to an exciting new adventure!

CHAPTER ONE
Network Marketing Isn't Perfect...It's Just BETTER.
Do you feel restless? Do you feel unsatisfied? Do you feel there must be a better way when it
comes to your work and the way you make your living?
The good news: There IS a better way, but it's different than what you were taught in school.
Let me explain. As I travel and speak around the world, I like to play an audience participation
game. I ask people to help me create the ultimate business and to tell me specific things they'd
like to have in that business and things they'd like to avoid. It always makes for a very
interesting list. If we were face to face, I'd do the same thing with you now. But since we're not,
let me summarize what people from over 3countries have told me while creating what I like to
call "The Perfect Career List."
People usually start naming things they don’t want:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No boss
No commute
No alarm clock
No employees
No politics
No compromises
No discrimination
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• No educational requirement
And then, as people start to use their imaginations in a more positive way, they start to
visualize some positive attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Something positive
Great product or service
Unlimited income
Residual income
Enjoy the people you work with
Time freedom
Something meaningful
Personal growth
Lots of perks
International
Contribution to worthy causes
Low risk
Low start-up costs
Economy-proof
Tax benefits
Fun!

Up until that moment, I was always
looking for an angle. I was hoping
to get lucky. I was hoping to
sponsor that one superstar who
was going to change everything.
In an instant, everything changed.
I realized I didn't have to worry
about getting lucky. Timing and
positioning were nice, but not
necessary...I didn't have to worry
about my upline, knowing the right
people, or anything else. All I had
to do was become an expert.

Now, you might add some attributes of your own, but wouldn’t you agree that’s a pretty good
start? Imagine being able to enjoy a career with all those attributes!
All "jobs” that I know of fall into one of five categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Blue-collar
White-collar
Sales
Traditional business ownership
Investing

Blue-Collar Careers
Here is the Wikipedia definition of blue-collar. "A blue-collar worker is a member of the working
class who performs manual labor."
My definition is someone who labors to fix something, make something, clean something, build
something, or service something (or someone).
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In my life, I've worked many blue-collar jobs. And, for anyone who's ever engaged in this line of
work, there is a certain satisfaction in a job well done.
But here's the big question: Can blue-collar work deliver on The Perfect Career List? The
obvious answer is no. Sure, it can deliver on some of the attributes. It might have a great
product and a low start-up cost or any number of other individual items on the list, but if you
really look at it, blue-collar just can't get you where you want to be. Not "The Perfect Career."

White-Collar Careers
Here is the Wikipedia definition of white-collar. "The term white-collar worker refers to a person
who performs professional, managerial, or administrative work, in contrast with a blue-collar
worker, whose job requires manual labor. Typically white-collar work is performed in an oflice
or cubicle."
My definition is a person who is employed by someone else to do work other than manual
labor or sales.
Many people choose a white-collar career, as it is one of the most socially acceptable of the
options available. It has long been viewed as the safe and secure option. Recently that has
changed. The implied contract that, if you are loyal to the company, the company will be loyal
to you, is long gone.
I've also been a white-collar worker in my career. In my experience, there are two types of
people who do this type of work: Achievers and Hiders.
Achievers are the people who want to perform at a high level. They are ambitious, motivated
and energetic. They are full of ideas and want to move up the corporate ladder, which are
great attributes to have. But there is a downside for the Achiever.
The moment a person decides to be an Achiever, they become a target. Their boss sees them
as threatening to their job, so they start to hold them down or take shots at their reputation.
Their peers see them as a person who will either embarrass them or keep them from getting a
promotion, so they start to do what they can to undermine their accomplishments.
So, to remain an Achiever and survive in this hostile environment, a person must become good
at one thing that has nothing to do with their productivity—and that's politics. They must learn
how to navigate the political world by diminishing their enemies and strengthening their
relationship with powerful people. In fact, some of the most successful people in the corporate
world aren't Achievers at all. They are pure politicians.
So if you decide to work in the corporate environment and to be an Achiever, you must accept
the fact that you must become a good politician also.
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Now, let's talk about the Hiders. These are the people who HATE politics, but still need a job.
They learn not to be the ambitious Achiever. They don't stand out. They don't speak up in
meetings. They don't bring new ideas. They HIDE. They keep their heads down and do as
they're told. They do just enough so that they aren't talked about negatively. They survive.
And this has worked for decades. But in the New Economy, it's becoming much more difficult
to hide. And people are running out of time.
So, back to our Perfect Career List: Can a white-collar job deliver on the list? Again, the clear
answer is no—certainly not in very many areas.

Sales
Some people choose to get away from being an "employee" and get involved in a sales career.
This is certainly more adventurous because typically salespeople are paid on their production
instead of by the hour.
I've known thousands of salespeople. There is a common theme I've noticed over the course
of my career. The typical salesperson will have a period of time where everything goes
perfectly. Everything they touch turns to gold and they make some really good money.
As soon as that happens, they almost always set their lifestyle to that level of income. They
buy a new house, get new cars, put their kids in better schools, purchase a vacation home—
the works. Everything is great for a while.
And then something changes. The company changes the compensation plan, their territory
gets reduced, a competitor shows up, they lose their best customer, the economy goes into
recession, new technology makes their offer less valuable, or government regulations change
their industry.
These are just a few examples. There are hundreds more reasons why the salesperson's
world could (and probably will) get more complicated.
When that happens, with the big lifestyle they've developed, now 4hours a week isn't enough
to pay the bills. So they go to 5hours a week. And then 60. And then 70. And then their life gets
very small. Yes, they have the stuff, but they don't have time to enjoy it.
The other challenge for the sales career is, not matter how a person does, they still start at
zero the next day. It can be tiring to live under that kind of pressure over a long period of time.
Can a sales career pay the bills? Sure. But can it deliver on The Perfect Career we described
earlier? Again, the answer is no.
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Traditional Business Ownership
Some people opt for the big dream—building their own business where they are the boss and
they call the shots. It's an exciting idea, isn't it? Here's the reality for most people:
Step one: They use their life savings, take on new debt, and many times borrow money from
friends and family to get started.
Step two: They take on more debt in the form of leases and personal guarantees in just about
every direction.
Step three: Now instead of focusing on what they are good at (let's say they were great at
sales and decided to start their own business), they have to be all things to all people. They act
as attorney for legal matters, accountant for financial matters, babysitter for employee matters,
negotiator for purchasing matters, and collection agency for accounts receivable matters. They
even get to take out the garbage. They are doing EVERYTHING but selling, which is what they
were good at in the first place.
Step four: They struggle. Instead of owning the business, the business owns them. They are
the first person to work and the last person to leave. And after everyone else gets paid, they
might be able to take home enough money to pay their own bills, let alone reduce the debt
they incurred to start the business in the first place.
Step five: They succeed or they fail. They either hit a point down the road where the business
is successful, or they fail, many times filing for bankruptcy and falling back into a corporate or
sales job. And even if they are successful, that usually means a lifetime of long hours and
stress.
Sounds romantic doesn't it? If you haven't started your own business before, ask friends who
have if this description isn't accurate. Most people who start their own traditional business
aren't worried about getting a return on their investment. They just want a return OF their
investment. It's pretty clear that traditional business ownership can't provide the Perfect Career
as we've described it.

The Investor
The last category of ways to earn a living in the world today is to be an investor. And what do
you need to become an investor? Money, right? If you don't have a lot of money, it's going to
be very difficult to earn a living from the return on your investments, especially if you try to be
conservative to reduce the risk of loss.
But let's say you do. What's the next thing you need in order to be a successful investor? You
need to have incredible knowledge and skill. I know more people than I could count who were
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skillful real estate investors over the years. But when things radically changed in the real estate
market, their skill couldn't help them. They lost big.
Would you like to invest in someone’s traditional small business? Good luck. In most cases,
you won't be an investor; you are more likely to be a philanthropist.
How about the stock market? People do great there, don’t they? A few do, at least from time to
time. But I know more people who’ve lost than have won, especially in the past decade. It’s
very difficult to have guaranteed returns when you’re not in control. And trust me, as an
investor you are NOT in control. Anything can happen. And it can happen overnight.
Let me tell you a story to illustrate that point. In late 2001, I was living large. I had sold a
company I co-founded and was working as a very highly paid consultant. For my part of the
sale I received approximately 170,000 shares of stock in the new company. It was publicly
traded on the New York Stock Exchange and selling for about $44 a share, which meant the
value of my stock was around $7.5 million. I had big income and a great portfolio. Life was
GOOD.
I used part of the stock to secure a home construction loan of about $2 million for a dream
house I was building. As for the rest, I didn't diversify because I knew the company was in
great shape with a good product and an amazing sales force.
Then something out of my control happened. Overnight the stock went to $37 a share because
a group of investors had targeted the company and shorted the stock. In other words, the
lower the stock price went, the more money they would make.
I thought it was ridiculous because the company was doing great, so I bought some more
shares at $37, using my existing shares as collateral, knowing the price would go back up. It
went to $33. I bought more shares. It went to $27. I started getting margin calls, which meant if
I didn't send them money, they were going to start selling my shares to cover the losses. I
didn't have it to send.
The stock continued to go down. It went all the way to $10 a share and my $7.5 million was
gone. Poof! All in less than 90 days. Now, the stock eventually came back and the company
was taken private for $65 a share. But I wasn't there to capitalize on it. I was wiped out.
Could I have been smarter? Sure. Did I make mistakes? Absolutely. But here's the lesson: If
you're going to be an investor, you have to accept that things will be taken out of your control
from time to time. And when that happens, it can be very expensive.
So, back to our Perfect Career List. Can being an investor deliver on that list? I don't think so.
We've talked about blue-collar work, white- collar work, sales, traditional business ownership,
and investing. And none of them can deliver on our Perfect Career List. So is the perfect
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career even possible? The answer is yes, but to get there you need to understand that
everything is changing. The old models of compensation are dead or dying, and we are going
through the biggest economic shift in any of our lifetimes.

The NEW Economy
The world as you know it has changed. For the people who don't recognize that fact, it will be
the worst of times. For the people who do, it will be the best of times.
Over the last 100 years, an interesting phenomenon occurred. The rise of the corporation
became the standard in society. The safe and respected place for people to exist in the
workplace was as an employee.
Step one: Go to school to learn how to be an employee.
Step two: Find a company that will employ you.
Step three: Work for that company for 40 years.
Step four: Retire.
In recent decades, the promise of being rewarded by the company for your loyalty and hard
work has been exposed as a myth. People began to realize the loyalty they were giving to their
company was not being given in return.
So a different process evolved.
Step one: Go to school to learn to be an employee.
Step two: Find a company that will employ you.
Step three: Switch companies for various political and economic reasons every three to five
years over the course of your career.
Step four: Find that you can't retire comfortably after 40 years, so you keep working.
And now we are going through the biggest shift in any of our lifetimes. For a century,
companies have paid people by the hour, by the week, or by the year. That's changing on a
global level. The world is moving toward to a performance economy. And it's already
happening.
Here's what that means: In the future, you're only going to be paid for performance. You won't
be paid for your time anymore. Servers in the food industry already live in this model. They get
a very low hourly wage required by law and they make their living through tips, based on their
performance. If you can imagine the same model being applied to virtually every job in the
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world, you will see what is coming. The person cleaning the rooms in a hotel won't be paid by
the hour anymore. They'll be paid per room.
For office workers, here's an example. A person has a $60,000 annual salary.
Step one: The company will lower that salary to something like $50,000 because with today's
marketplace there are other people to take the job for a lower amount.
Step two: They will reduce their "base" salary to something like $20,000 a year.
Step three: They will tell that person that they can get an additional $30,000 over the year if
they hit certain performance benchmarks on a monthly basis.
In other words, if they hit their numbers, they can make an additional $2,500 a month. Now the
pressure is on, and the company is loving it. If you don't hit your numbers they can save even
more money. If you DO hit your numbers, guess what's in your future? They are going to raise
your requirements.
Unless you are extremely specialized, this will happen to you if it hasn't already. Count on it.
And it will happen in every single profession worldwide. The evolution has begun. Why is this
happening? One, it's a better model for the company. They'll get better results with less
expense. Two, the New Economy needs fewer people, so the company has more people
competing for fewer and fewer jobs.
Let me explain why the New Economy needs fewer people. The exponential rise of technology
has changed everything. Over 100 years ago, 90% of the population worked in agriculture.
Today, because of dramatic efficiencies, it's less than 1%, and the farming jobs are gone.
Remember customer service call centers where you talked to people? Today, you talk to a
machine and those jobs are gone. Remember when companies had a massive amount of
salespeople? Now people order online and those sales jobs are gone. Remember Blockbuster
video and all of its employees? Now people watch movies on their handheld or tablet devices,
and those jobs are gone. I love books, but go to your local bookstore while you can. They will
be history soon, and so will the jobs provided by those stores.
I could go on and on through virtually every work category in the world. Technology and
efficiency are eliminating jobs every single day, and there is nothing we can do to stop it. In
fact, it's only going to accelerate. If you are sitting there waiting for the economy to bounce
back and for jobs to return, don't. They aren't coming back.
Just like the children of farmers saw the handwriting on the wall and left farming for new
vocations, the same thing is happening for people working in Old Economy jobs. To survive,
they'll need to open their eyes to this reality and find something new.
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Network Marketing is BETTER
The best way I know to not only survive, but to thrive in the New Economy, is Network
Marketing. There are important products and services in the world today that need to be
promoted to the people who need them. Consumers still need to be educated.
Companies have choices. They can dive into the
ever-fragmented world of advertising to get the word
out, they can hire a large and expensive sales force to
sell their products or services, or they can utilize
Network Marketing to tell their story to the world.

And now we are going through
the biggest shift in any of our
lifetimes. For a century, companies
have paid people by the hour, by
the week, or by the year. That's
changing on a global level. The
world is moving toward to a
performance economy. And it's
already happening.

More and more companies will choose to use Network
Marketing because it fits the New Economy. They can
provide all the corporate support and pay distributors
on a purely performance basis to promote their
products. It's extremely efficient because in the New
Economy, word-of-mouth advertising continues to work
better than any other form of promotion. The company can just take the money they would have
spent on advertising and promotion and pay it to their distributors to spread the word.
What that means for you as an entrepreneur is that you can receive all the benefits of
traditional business ownership without the typical risks. And there will be no cap on your
income, because Network Marketing companies WANT you to make as much as possible. If
you're going to be paid for performance anyway, why live with the cap?

The "Catch" To Network Marketing
This all sounds great and it is. But there is a catch that most people won't tell you. Here it is:
You must accept a temporary loss of social esteem
from ignorant people.
That means for a while, people still living in and trying to function in the old system will think
less of you. They won't understand. They'll think you're crazy for being involved in Network
Marketing.
And actually, the word "accept" isn't completely accurate. You need to do more than that. You
need to embrace the temporary loss of social esteem from ignorant people. YOU are seeing
the future before it becomes apparent to everyone else. YOU are the Smart one. YOU are the
person taking action to live a better life.
There is a reason why people will think less of you, and it's not just because they are stuck in
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the old system. bet me see ifI can help you better understand this, because if you decide to
make Network Marketing your profession, it's important to know.
Most people have either joined a Network Marketing company or know someone who has.
This is what goes through the mind of virtually every person who decides to get involved.
"Hmm, I can think of five or six people who might do this
There is a catch to network
too! My sister would be great! My friend loves this kind of
marketing that most people
thing. I know this other person who could be amazing!
won't tell you.
Okay, I'll join."
In other words, they aren't joining a profession. They're just
hoping to get lucky, sign up a few people to cover their own
start-up costs, and sit back and wait for the money to roll in.
The allure of being paid for someone else's efforts is
powerful, but often badly misunderstood.

It is this:
You must accept a temporary
loss of social esteem from
ignorant people.

They haven't started a real business. They just purchased a glorified lottery ticket. Imagine a
lottery ticket with six scratch-off spots. Those spots represent each of the people the new
person thinks will certainly join. They approach those people and try to get them to join. And
because of their lack of skill, most of them end up with nothing—just like the lottery ticket. This
becomes just another lost opportunity, and since they have acted in unskilled ignorance, they
may have damaged some friendships as well.
So they rip up the ticket, and instead of taking responsibility for not really starting their
business, they blame Network Marketing and make sure to tell the world, "Look, I've been
there. I've done it. I talked to every person I know, and Network Marketing just doesn't work.
Save your money."
THAT'S what you're dealing with if you choose this as a profession—the opinions of ignorant
people who think they've done it right and it doesn't work. If that's going to be too hard to
handle, then Network Marketing isn't for you. But if you can embrace it, the world is yours.
The people who embrace this get paid BIG money. Companies will pay unlimited amounts to
people who can help blind people see, who can educate the ignorant, and who can build a
community of like-minded people.
Some people like to say, "Perception is reality." I hate that saying. All great leaders in the world
have ignored it for centuries. What if Nelson Mandela had said perception is reality? What
ifMartin Luther King Jr. had said perception is reality? What if Steve Jobs had said perception
is reality? The great leaders of the world said, "Reality is reality, and I'm going to do everything
possible to help people understand that fact."
The truth is, Network Marketing isn't perfect. It's just BETTER. And that's reality.
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CHAPTER TWO
If You're Going to be Involved in Network Marketing,
Decide to be a Professional.
Decide to Go Pro.
There are three categories of people in Network Marketing. I've seen all of them and I've been
all of them. They are the Posers, the Amateurs, and the Professionals.

Posers
Posers treat this profession as a lottery ticket. They're hoping to hit it big with as little effort as
possible. When I first started out, I was a Poser, hoping to ride on my dad and his partner's
coattails. Luckily for me, I got some results and that kept me going, at least in the short-term.
But I think you can agree with me that remaining in the Poser category is a bad idea. Within
about 90 days I moved out of that category and became an Amateur.

Amateurs
Amateurs focus on different things. One of the things I continued to focus on as an amateur
was luck. I was really hoping to get lucky and sign that monster distributor who was going to
make me rich. We've all heard the stories of some person who had their lives completely
changed by one sign-up. In reality, even if some of those stories are true, it really doesn't serve
our profession very well, because it makes people spend their time hoping for that big hit.
The second thing I focused on as an amateur was I was always worried about Did I get in early
enough? Could I be the youngest top-level person in the company? How many other leaders
were already in my local market? Were there too many to compete against? Were there
enough to get true momentum? How was the company? Was it too big? Did I miss the growth
curve? Was it too small? I was obsessed with the idea of timing.
The third thing I focused on as an amateur was positioning. Was I in the right organization? Did
other people have a better position than me? Maybe I didn't have the right upline. Would I do
better somewhere else?
And the fourth thing I focused on as an amateur was shortcuts. I was always looking for an
angle. Any gimmick that came down the road, I was up for it. Newspaper advertising? Okay.
Help wanted signs by the side of the road? Let's go do it. Passing out fliers at the mall? I'm in.
Going door to door? Let's try it. The Internet didn't exist when I was an amateur. Just imagine
how crazy I would have been over all the Internet tactics I could have used to distract myself.
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What that meant was, every time I heard of some shiny new approach being trained by anyone
in the world, I was digging into it to try to find the shortcut.
And then, I finally made the decision to Go Pro. Wikipedia's definition of a professional is, "A
person who is paid to undertake a specialized set of tasks and to complete them for a fee." My
definition of a Network Marketing Professional is, "A person who is an expert at the skills
required to build a large and successful Network Marketing organization."
There is a phrase in our profession that does more harm than good. It says, "Ignorance on fire
is better than knowledge on ice." The point of this phrase is that it's better to be excited and
ignorant than it is to be apathetic and smart. That may be true, but why do we have to choose
one or the other?
Let me give you an example. Let's say you were in need of Bottom line: If you're going to
an operation. At the hospital you meet your doctor. He
be involved in this great
comes in and says, "I'm very excited to conduct your
profession, decide to do it
operation. I'm so passionate about it I could hardly sleep.
right and treat it like a
No one on earth wants to help you more than I do." You
say, "Wow, thanks Doctor. How long have you been doing profession. If you Go Pro, this
business is great. If you stay
these type of operations?" And he says, "Well, I've never
a Poser or an Amateur,
had any schooling on this particular operation, and I've
you're going to be miserable.
never practiced and I've never done one, but it doesn't
matter because I'm so passionate!" How are you going to
feel? Enthusiasm is great, but eventually you need to marry that passion with skill.
Professional athletes will devote endless hours to preparing for competition but when they join
Network Marketing, they won't give one day's worth of effort to learning our skills. Doctors will devote
a decade of their lives at huge financial expense to become physicians, but when they join Network
Marketing they won't give a month's study and practice to become a Network Marketing Pro.
In his book Outliers, Malcolm Gladwell's research showed it takes approximately 10,000 hours
of practice to reach the expert level at anything. With four hours a day of practice, that adds up
to about seven years. That formula applies to Network Marketing as well. It's going to take
about seven years for you to become world-class. The good news is, the profession is very
forgiving and you can earn a lot of money while you're becoming an expert. The trick is not to
get complacent; don't stop learning while you're earning.
When I made the decision to Go Pro, everything changed for me. I stopped focusing on luck,
timing, positioning, and shortcuts. I even stopped focusing on the money. My world changed
when I started focusing on the skills and made the commitment to practice, practice, practice,
until I mastered them.
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Another thing happened when I decided to Go Pro. All of a sudden, my group started to grow.
It was like people could sense my change of focus and my commitment to excellence and they
wanted to be a part of it. Think about a time in your life when you were around a person
committed to excellence. It might have been a teacher, a coach, a boss or a friend. How did it
make you feel? It was inspiring, right? You'll find you will be an inspiration to others when you
make this important shift.
Bottom line: If you're going to be involved in this great profession, decide to do it right and treat
it like a profession. If you Go Pro, this business is great. If you stay a Poser or an Amateur,
you're going to be miserable.
And by now, you've noticed I use the word profession a lot. I do that on purpose. Network
Marketing is more than just a project. It's not an industry. It's a profession. If you do it right, it's
truly a career choice. It can take you out of working in a job that doesn't make you happy to a
place of total freedom.
That's why I called my website NetworkMarkegingPro.com. Here's what I tell people every day:
"Ladies and gentlemen, my wish for you is that you decide to become a Network Marketing
Professional—that you decide to Go Pro, because it is a stone-cold fact that we have a better
way. Now let's go tell the world."
When the site launched on March 11, 2009, very few people called themselves Network
Marketing Professionals. That's no longer the case. Millions of people have changed the way
they think about our business, and I'm proud of that fact. I look forward to the day when it's
common for people to hear:
• I'm a doctor, but I'm also Network Marketing Professional.
• I work in construction, butI'm also a Network Marketing Professional.
• I'm an athlete, butI'm also aNetwork Marketing Professional.
The more people hear those words, the more the world will be ready for a better way.
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CHAPTER THREE
Like Any Profession, You'll Need to Learn Some Skills
I hope by now I've been successful at convincing you that Network Marketing is a better way. I
hope I've also gotten the point across that, if you're going to be involved, it's best to become a
professional. The next step is recognizing that you'll need to learn some skills. But before we
get to those skills, let me give you some good news.
Unlike most professions, you're not going to need a lot of money for your education. You won't
have to take out student loans and you can actually earn while you are learning. In addition,
this profession isn't biased. In fact, it's the most equal opportunity on earth. Your background,
experience, contacts, age, race, or gender aren't going to be factors in your ability to learn the
skills to Go Pro.
And finally, this isn't complicated. The skills necessary to grow a large and successful business
are extremely learnable, and you'll have a surprising number of people financially motivated to
help you learn them.

There are three primary elements to your Network Marketing business.
First, you have the company's products. If some people are successful in marketing those
products and you're not, it isn't the product's fault. In other words, everyone in your company
has the same products to offer to the public.
Second, you have the company's compensation plan. If some people are making a lot of
money and you're not, it isn't the compensation plan's fault. There isn't one plan for men and
one for women. There isn't one plan for different age groups, or educational backgrounds, or
for the color of your skin. The compensation plan is the same for everyone.
The third element is the most important, and that element is YOU. You are really the only
variable. Everyone has the same product and the same compensation plan, but you are going
to be the difference between success and failure.
That means right here and right now, you need to take full responsibility for your Network
Marketing business. Decide today never to blame anyone or anything else for your lack of
results.
In fact, in Network Marketing there is something of an epidemic going on. People just love to
blame their upline (the people above them in the structure) for all of their problems. "If my
upline did this for me or did that for me, everything would be better."
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If you're committed to building a large and successful organization, I'd like to encourage you to
do something important. I'd like you to say goodbye to your upline. Call them up and say
something like:
"I want to thank you for this opportunity. I appreciate it. Getting into business for myself was
important and I appreciate you introducing me to a company that you believe in and that I now
believe in as well. But from now on, when it comes to building my business, I will use you as a
resource but never as an excuse. I may call on you from time to time. If you're available, that's
great. If you're not, that's okay too. I'm going to build my business and I understand one thing:
It begins and ends with me."
Everything changes when you take full responsibility for your Network Marketing career. Would
it surprise you to know there are only seven fundamental skills necessary to build a huge
business in Network Marketing? Seven, not 70.
Each one is fairly basic, but it always amazes me how little effort people put into learning them.
If a college course were to be offered on Network Marketing, it would be one of the easiest
classes to take. It's not rocket science but you'll be happy to know it's one of the highest paid
skill sets in the world.
Let's explore each of them together.

To continue reading,
Go Pro can be purchased here at Amazon for
$11 Paperback, or $7 Kindle

